
CONTEST 
VICHY exclusive week 

 
 
Participation rules from February 20th, 2020 to March 4th, 2020.   
 

1. The contest sponsor is Uniprix, a division of the Pharmessor Group Corporation (hereinafter the 
“Sponsor” or “Uniprix”) and the prize provider is VICHY, a division of L’Oréal Canada (hereinafter 
the “Prize Supplier”) 
 

2. This contest is open only to residents of Quebec, who have reached the age of majority, except 
employees, representatives and agents of the Sponsor or their respective affiliated companies 
(including employees of the Sponsor and all the stores in the Uniprix network) and, if applicable, its 
respective advertising and promotional agencies, contest judges (if applicable), contest prize 
suppliers, any other companies engaged in the development, production or distribution of 
materials for this contest, and immediate family members of, or persons domiciled with, any of the 
above. 

 
3. There are two (2) ways to participate in the “VICHY exclusive week” contest. 

 
a) Purchase required for participation. Simply register for an exclusive official VICHY VIP event 

at participating Uniprix stores, participate in the exclusive official event between February 
20, 2020 and March 4th, 2020, and purchase two eligible VICHY products while you are 
there. Each purchase of two eligible VICHY products gives you a chance to win by 
completing all mandatory fields on the online participation form in the “Contest” section of 
the www.uniprix.com website (hereinafter, the “Record of Participation”), and by also 
completing the math question within the time allotted. Registrations that do not include 
two valid UPC codes for VICHY products, the date of participation in the exclusive official 
VICHY VIP event at a Uniprix store, along with the Uniprix store number will automatically 
be rejected. One participation for each invoice of 2 Vichy products and more.  
 

b) No purchase required for participation. Simply send (to the address below) a hand-written 
Record of Participation that includes your first and last names, address, postal code, 
telephone numbers (day and evening), as well as an original (non-photocopied) brief 
explanation of at least 50 words on why you should win this contest,  plus answer the 
following  mathematical skill-testing question : (7x3)+(4/2).  Only one participation is 
allowed during the contest.  

 
Uniprix 

VICHY exclusive week Contest 
5000, boul. Métropolitain Est 
Montréal (Québec)  H1S 3G7 

Attention : Thida Taing 
 

 
 



4. This contest begins on February 20th, 2020 and ends on March 4th, 2020 at 11:59 p.m. The draw will 
be held on March 20th, 2020 at 4:00 p.m. at Uniprix’s headquarters. The winner will be contacted 
by telephone and must meet the eligibility criteria specified in paragraph 8 below. The winner’s 
name will also be posted on Uniprix’s website (Uniprix.com). 
 

5. The odds that a participant’s Record of Participation is selected at random depend on the number 
of records of participation registered and received in accordance with paragraph 3 above. 

 
6. One (1) grand prize valued at approximately $5,000 consisting of:  

 
One (1) package for 2 people (2 adults) that includes:  
- Round-trip airfare (Montreal‒Paris) in Economy class (the airline for the Montreal‒Paris and Paris‒
Montreal trip will be determined by Vichy depending upon the travel dates selected by the winner 
and flight availability) 
- Transportation from the airport to the hotel 
- Accommodation (for 3 nights) 
- A Paris pass for 2 days 
- A diner at the Cabaret Lido 
- A half day visit at the Château Versaille  
- $500 in spending money (for meals, activities and other transportation)  
 
The package does not include: 
- Personal expenses 
- Medical insurance  
- On-site activities  
- Transportation other than airport–Hotel and Hotel–VICHY Institute 
- Meals  
 
The reservation must be made before April 30, 2020, and the trip must be completed before 
December 15, 2020. NO EXTENSIONS WILL BE GRANTED.  
 
a) Transportation between the winner’s residence and the airport is at the winner’s expense, as is 
transportation for his/her guest (round-trip).  
b) The trip must be reserved before April 30, 2020 and be completed before December 15, 2020.  
c) The winner must submit 3 to 5 departure dates to VICHY. VICHY will respond to the winner with 
the final choice, based on availability at the accommodation establishment and with the airline. The 
following weeks are excluded: 
- Holiday weekends (Easter, Victoria Day, St-Jean-Baptiste Day, Canada Day, Bastille Day, Labour 
Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year and Remembrance Day); 
- Construction Holiday (from July 19th to August 1st, 2020).  
d) The winner (and his/her guest) will be responsible for all costs and expenses other than those 
mentioned above, including: excess baggage fees, non-included meals, non-included beverages and 
meals, non-included taxes and tips, personal insurance (e.g. health, luggage, trip, liability), 
telephone calls, long-distance calls, Internet use, the cost of passports and other required travel 
documents, visa costs, vaccine costs, personal expenses, fees related to the Federal Aviation 



Administration (FAA), airport fees and paid excursions and activities offered in the country visited 
(where applicable).  
e) The winner and his/her guest are solely responsible for the validity of their passports and/or all 
required travel documents (visa, birth certificate, etc.) they need. In the event that the winner and 
his/her guest are not available because they do not have the necessary travel documents, the grand 
prize will be cancelled without any form of compensation and a new draw will be held.  
f) The person selected as the “winner” and his/her guest must have the (legal) right to travel outside 
of Canada during the trip’s validity period.  
g) Travel arrangements must be completed by the winner with VICHY during the time frame 
prescribed by the contest organizers as specified when they contact the winner to inform him/her 
that he/she has won the grand prize. Once the travel date has been selected and accepted by the 
travel agency, no modification may be made, as travel arrangements will have been completed. The 
exact date of the trip must be determined in advance and in accordance with the rules and subject 
to availability and VICHY’s availability limits.  
h) The trip is subject to the general sales conditions of the wholesaler who will be chosen and who 
will appear on the back of the latter’s brochures.  
i) The winner and his/her guest must travel together and follow the same itinerary (including 
lodging together).  
j) If part of or the entire trip is not used, the winner or his/her guest will not be compensated.  
k) VICHY and the contest organizers (Uniprix) assume no liability and will provide no reimbursement 
in the event of the following situations, including but not limited to: mechanical problems, 
government actions, bad weather, strike, lock-out, force major or any other action outside of their 
control, non-compliance with baggage rules, incomplete or missing travel documents, missed flights 
or connecting flights or non-compliance with customs regulations. For example, if a winner must 
withdraw from the trip or an activity before or after it has begun due to illness, injury or any another 
reason, no compensation will be given for any part of the missed trip or activity. Similarly, if a person 
is refused access to the visited country or location of an activity for whatever reason, no 
compensation will be given for the missed trip or activity. In addition, the winner involved, or 
his/her guest will be responsible for all expenses related to these incidents. 
 

7. By entering the contest, you agree to accept the prize as described in point 6, which cannot be 
transferred, modified or exchanged for money or any other good or service. The selection of the 
prize during the contest is final and cannot be changed later. NO SUBSTITUTION OF PRIZES IS 
PERMITTED EXCEPT AT THE DISCRETION OF THE SPONSOR OR PRICING SUPPLIER. THE SPONSOR 
AND THE SUPPLIER OF THE PRIZE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REPLACE ANY PRICE BY AN EQUIVALENT 
OR HIGHER PRICE IF, FOR ANY REASON, ANY PRICE CAN BE GRANTED AS DESCRIBED. PRICES ARE 
NOT TRANSFERABLE OR MONNAYABLE IN WHOLE OR IN PART. 

 
8. In order to be declared the winners and claim the prize, any person whose name was randomly 

selected, in addition to complying with the eligibility criteria and the contest’s official rules, must:  
 

b) Have been contacted by telephone or by email by the Sponsor, the Prize Supplier or their 
representatives within ten (10) days of the random selection of his or her participation 
form, held on the date mentioned above in point 4.  



c) Be able to give the correct answer, without help and within a limited time, a mathematical 
skill-testing question which will be asked by phone by the sponsor’ representative at a 
mutually convenient time.  

d) Have accepted the prize, as described in point 6, which cannot be transferred, modified or 
exchanged for a sum of money.  

e) Have filled out and signed a declaration and waiver of liability form and returned it to 
Uniprix within the time frame stated in the letter accompanying the form.  

f) Have completed and signed, if required, a consent form authorizing the contest organizers 
or their agents to use his/her name and/or photograph for promotional purposes, without 
remuneration, and said consent form must have been returned to Uniprix within the time 
frame indicated in the letter accompanying the form.  

 
9. The awarding of a prize is subject to eligibility verification and compliance with these rules. Any 

selected participant whose eligibility, by virtue of these rules, cannot be confirmed will be 
disqualified. If a selected participant cannot be reached within the deadline of ten (10) days, and if 
he/she does not reply or is unable to comply with these rules within ten (10) days of being notified 
of his/her selection, he/she will be disqualified and will forfeit the prize. The Sponsor may, at its 
sole discretion, draw another eligible participant, whom it will attempt to contact and who, in turn, 
will be subject to the same qualification rules.  

 
10. The name of the prize winner may be mailed to any person who requests it by enclosing a stamped 

envelope. Requests must be sent to Uniprix / VICHY exclusive week CONTEST / 5000, boul. 
Metropolitan East, Montreal, Quebec H1S 3G7 - Attention: Thida Taing 

 
11. In the case of any discrepancy between the English and French version of these rules, the rules in 

the French language will prevail. In the event of any discrepancy between the printed version of 
these rules and the version available online on the Uniprix site, the rules available on the 
Uniprix.com website will prevail. 
 

12. The contest rules will be available in the Contest section of the www.uniprix.com website for six (6) 
months following the draw date. 

 
13. By entering or attempting to participate in this Contest, any person releases the Sponsor, the Prize 

Provider, any company, company, trust or other legal entity controlled by or related to any of them 
from any liability, their advertising and promotional agencies, their employees, representatives and 
agents and any other person directly or indirectly involved in this contest (the "Recipients") with 
respect to the malfunction of any computer component, software or line of communication, in 
relation to the loss or absence of network communication or any transmission that is faulty, 
incomplete, incomprehensible or erased by any computer or network and may limit the opportunity 
for any person to participate in the contest or to prevent. Recipients also assume no liability for any 
damage or loss that may be caused, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, by downloading any 
web page or any software, and by transmitting any information for participation in the competition. 
Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the Contestants in no way guarantee that the 
uniprix.com site, as well as any other site linked to the contest, if any, will be accessible or functional 
without interruption during the contest period or that it will be free from any error. 
 



14. By participating or attempting to participate in the contest, participants release the beneficiaries 
from the liability of any damage they may suffer and permanently waive any right to claim 
compensation from the beneficiaries or to bring any action against the beneficiaries or invoke any 
cause of action of any kind whatsoever, in connection with: (i) their participation or attempted 
participation in the contest; (ii) any interruption or malfunction of postal services that could delay 
or prevent the delivery of the prize once shipped by the prize supplier; or (iii) the acceptance or use 
of their prize. 

 
15. By participating in this contest, the participant selected for the prize releases the Sponsor, the Prize 

Supplier and their employees, representatives and agents, or their respective affiliated companies 
(including all Uniprix stores) and, where applicable, their respective advertising and promotion 
agencies, contest judges (where applicable), other contest prize suppliers, any other enterprise 
involved in the development, production or distribution of materials for this contest, from any 
damages that he/she may incur due to his/her participation in the contest, acceptance of the prize 
and use of the prize. 

 
16. The sponsor, its divisions, subsidiaries and affiliated companies are not involved in any manner 

whatsoever in the management or administration of the Grand Prize. Its role is limited to sending 
the winner’s name and coordinates to the Prize Supplier.  
 

17. Any dispute regarding the organization or conduct of a promotional contest may be submitted to 
the Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux [Quebec alcohol, racing and gaming control 
commission], (hereinafter the “Régie”) in order for it to be resolved. Any dispute regarding the 
awarding of a prize may be submitted to the Régie only for the purposes of an intervention to 
attempt to resolve it. 

  



ANNEXE A 
Uniprix participating stores of the VICHY exclusive week contest 

 
Uniprix Nom Usuel Adresse Ville 

466995 Lehouiller J.-A., Larouche I., Gingras J 1801, 3e Avenue Val-d'Or 

368134 Minville Marie-Noëlle et Isabelle 40, Avenue Doucet Mont-Joli 

451120 Bougie Sylvie 39A, rue des Oblats Nord Ville-Marie 

439018 Arsenault,Laliberté,Mercier 611, 1ère Rue La Pocatière 

397281 Grenier A., Lavoie M.-J. et Patry G. 333, Avenue de la Cathédrale Rimouski 

012971 Dontigny Marc 701, boul. Thibeau Trois-Rivières 

535971 Deschênes K, Drapeau C. et Gélinas H. S. 459, boul. Saint-Germain Rimouski 

598631 Jean N., Côté P. 725, rue de Roxton Acton Vale 

479345 Breton, Saudrais Janecek 14650, boul. Lacroix Saint-Georges-de-Beauce 

462374 Rioux Didier et Larochelle Karine 78,A rue Principale Saint-Antonin 

465542 Lachance Daniel 101, boul. Taché Ouest Montmagny 

436485 Pellerin et Bureau 1920, 105e Avenue Shawinigan 

470344 Jbeili V., Chouinard L. 784, rue Saint-Paul Saint-Rémi 

337675 Dontigny Marc 4400, Côte Rosemont Trois-Rivières 

147181 Blanchet Dary & L'Écuyer Yvon 939, boul. Albiny Paquette Mont-Laurier 

465393 Graham Martin 3440, ch. des Quatre Bourgeois Québec 

501650 Girard et Lahoud 811, Route Jean-Gauvin Québec 

236687 Beaulieu Lyse et Séguin Stéphane 200, promenade du Portage Gatineau 

255745 Martin Halley et Matthieu Leduc 872, montée Sainte-Thérèse Saint-Jérôme 

582791 Couillard Gaétan 990, rue de Saint-Jovite Mont-Tremblant 

643700 Parent Serge 795, boul. d'Iberville Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu 

020305 Germain Lyne 400, boul. du Séminaire Nord Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu 

309948 Fleury G., Dupuis F. et Bergeron P. 200, boul. Brien Repentigny 

091546 Deslongchamps Julie et Jean-Marc 11, rue Marcel Lépine Saint-Jacques 

576447 St-Pierre Louis-Charles 933, avenue du Pont Sud Alma 

285148 Duchesne Frédéric et Morin François 503, 3e Rue Chibougamau 

393504 Fauteux Isabelle 1850, rue King Est Sherbrooke 

022558 Gilbert P., Gobeil D. et Martel P. 511, rue Hériot Drummondville 

021709 Thériault N. et Laberge M.-F. 504, rue Principale Saint-Zotique 

012567 Côté-Desjardins,Fiset,Parent,Trudel 7777, boul. Guillaume-Couture Lévis 

457515 Picard Marc et Simard Stéphanie 248, rue Saint-Joseph Saint-Raymond 

157412 Breton Geneviève et Tourigny Philippe 2235, rue Galt Ouest Sherbrooke 

582270 Gagnon Martin et Fournier Vicky 39, montée de Sandy Beach Gaspé 

504365 Dupont Isabelle 338, rue Saint-Jacques Granby 

042952 Gosselin Manon et Bérubé Bernard 1285, rue du Pont Saint-Lambert-de-Lauzon 

365155 Houle Julie et Bordeleau Yves 12-4520, boul. des Récollets Trois-Rivières 



021337 Dupuis François 122, rue Notre-Dame L'Épiphanie 

645051 Doucet C., Morin C. et Couillard G. 214, rue Papineau Joliette 

126995 Gaboriault L., Émond M.-C. & Côté R. 343, rue Saint-Jacques Napierville 

500058 Pelletier-Tremblay Laurie 1332, boul. Wallberg Dolbeau-Mistassini 

470609 Barrette Véronique et Bergeron Julie 430, Avenue Larivière Rouyn-Noranda 

418368 Lavoie Laurier et Associés 2845, Avenue Saint-David Québec 

262782 Gélinas Sylvain H. 290, rue Saint-Laurent Louiseville 

508960 Bourassa, Halley et Leduc 222-G, chemin du Lac Millette Saint-Sauveur 

266064 Dessureault Danyel et Beaucage Martin 914, rue Maloney Est Gatineau 

418103 Guay Daniel et Beaupré Julie Ancien couvent des Ursulines Roberval 

136812 Lavoie Laurier et Lavoie Jérôme-Henri 2485, boul. Sainte-Anne Québec 

325100 Kalfane Sheinaz et Kalfane Reza 3131, chemin Côte Vertu Montréal 

543926 Carbonneau Lebeau L. & Méthot-Pinel F. 500-102, Avenue Daigneault Chandler 

459677 Poissant Jocelyn et Couillard Gaétan 555, boul. Ste-Adèle Sainte-Adèle 

434720 Bergeron Pierre et Sgro Marisa 2963, boul. Saint-Charles Kirkland 

605659 Boivin P.L.,Lucier E et Hébert-Bernier A 466, boul. Sir Wilfrid-Laurier Mont-Saint-Hilaire 

625772 Blanchette Nicolas 126, rue Hériot Drummondville 

524140 Mallette I. 7, rue de l'Aqueduc Victoriaville 

575282 Lachapelle A. & Tondreau I. 126-1700, ch. du Fer à Cheval Sainte-Julie 

624510 Lamontagne A. et Moffet S. 904, rue Principale Ouest Magog 

638056 Leclerc Isabelle 1048, boul. Vachon Nord Sainte-Marie 

465500 Graham Martin 905, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest Québec 

265157 Girard K. et Perron D. 711, boul. Sainte-Geneviève Saguenay 

368159 Minville Marie-Noëlle et Isabelle 1760, boul. Gaboury Mont-Joli 

274738 Babin Gaston 171, avenue Grand Pré Bonaventure 

046615 Laroche Marc 569, boul. Richelieu Richelieu 

133561 Côté N., Carbonneau E. et Savoie D. 620, avenue de Buckingham Gatineau 

531426 Hoang David, Hoang Tu Ngan et Var Rachan 414, chemin Larocque Salaberry-de-Valleyfield 

146340 Mamodehoussen Chemika 610, rue King Est Sherbrooke 

326983 Paré J.-Philippe & Hamelin M.-Claude 520, rue d'Avaugour Boucherville 

078980 Fiset Stéphane 8325, rue Notre-Dame Est Montréal 

470567 Gilbert,Gobeil,Martel 3525, boul. Saint-Joseph Drummondville 

629139 Bolduc, Lecompte et Roy 1830, Avenue Industrielle Québec 

434639 Couillard Gaétan et Dupuis Véronique 2801, boul. des Promenades Sainte-Marthe-sur-le-Lac 

594358 Bissonnette-Roy M. et Janelle M. 113, rue Saint-Pierre Saint-Constant 

327296 Charron Yvette 5300, boul. Saint-Laurent Sainte-Catherine 

044024 Couillard Gaétan et Moretti Simon 6261, boul. des Laurentides Laval 

446021 Beaulieu Étienne 15, boul. Montcalm Nord Candiac 

629014 Boudreau Caroline et Meddeb Emel 3751, boul. du Royaume Saguenay 

157339 Garceau, Gobeil, Couillard 4, rue Saint-Vincent Sainte-Agathe-des-Monts 



499137 Adjaoud Samy 210, chemin d'Aylmer Gatineau 

605634 Boivin P.L.,Hébert-Bernier A.et Lucier E 863, boul. Yvon l'Heureux Nord Beloeil 

637959 Gervais-Sarrazin, Giguère 1090, boul. des Seigneurs Terrebonne 

416941 Gosselin A. 1400, Chemin de Saint-Jean La Prairie 

617043 Grégoire S. et Thibault D. 330 rue des érables Sherbrooke 

012526 Dontigny Marc 385, boul. Sainte-Madeleine Trois-Rivières 

459842 Lahoud Frédéric 980, Avenue du Palais Saint-Joseph-de-Beauce 

545517 Laurin Marie-Yseult et Lussier Sandra 609, boul. Henri-Bourassa Est Montréal 

431460 St-Jean Roxane 88, ch. de la Rabastalière O. Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville 

345108 Duguay A., Deschênes P. et Allard L. 1, boul. Samson Laval 

439398 Michaud-Belzile Julie 14 000, boul. Henri-Bourassa Québec 

624080 Daigle Francis 173, boul. Sainte-Rose Laval 

569079 Haidaoui, Tran 2745, boul. de la Pinière Terrebonne 

374447 Bois Jean-Pierre et Dupuis François 880, montée Masson Mascouche 

644377 Couillard Gaétan et Touchette Martin 279-B, boul. Cartier Laval 

575241 Lachapelle A. & Tondreau I. 103-2033, rue Principale Sainte-Julie 

397695 Deschênes Thomas-Ugo 13 900, chemin Saint Simon Mirabel 

416834 Delisle Sylvie 358, boul. Grande Côte Boisbriand 

265165 Girard Kevin et Perron Dominique 80, rue Racine Est Saguenay 

288035 Sansregret Eric 9, rue de l'Église Sainte-Thérèse 

597930 Fleury, Dupuis & Bergeron 1445, rue Victoria Saint-Lambert 

049833 Couillard Gaétan & Hébert Jean-François 142-A, 25e Avenue Saint-Eustache 

507574 Pelletier Mélanie 1, rue Quintal Charlemagne 

470468 McDuff Anne-Catherine 5375, boul. Grande Allée Brossard 

325365 Mailly Robert & Nguyen S. Quan 101, rue Albert Cowansville 

509786 Benoit Jonathan et Lok Sam Ath 200, boul. d'Anjou Châteauguay 

561456 Dontigny M., St-Arnaud J., Leblanc V. 400-2000,boul. Louis-Fréchette Nicolet 

630475 Belmonte S. et De la Bruère N. 1190, boul. Louis XIV Charlesbourg 

276220 Fiset Mario et Lemieux Marc-André 40, rte. du Président-Kennedy Lévis 

643338 Dion G. et Douang-Boulom P. 72, rue Châteauguay Huntingdon 

143719 Leduc M., Halley M. et Bolduc J. 509, rue Arthur Sauvé Saint-Eustache 

617605 Pham Vinh The Jimmy et Lam Kar Man 13 170, rue Sherbrooke Est Montréal 

453605 Drouin P. 369, rue de la Couronne Québec 

553180 Beaucage Martin 22, rue des Flandres Gatineau 

561605 Deschênes Pascal 4769, boul. Dagenais Ouest Laval 

419671 Bergeron Pierre 5388, rue Bélanger Est Montréal 

626333 Maltais Josée 2100, rue Bagot La Baie 

623314 Hassan I., Kassem Hassan Z. et Abran P. 2828, rue De Lyon Longueuil 

340661 Lapointe P, Sévigny N et Martineau F 1275, Villeray Montréal 

 


